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Summary 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia is a multimedia lifestyle brand that promotes Martha Stewart’s creative principles and 
practical ideas. She is America's most trusted guide to stylish living encouraging readers and television viewers to embrace 
creativity and elevate the everyday. Martha Stewart is passionate about animals and plans to launch Martha Stewart 
PetKeeping, a new shelter magazine centered on pet topics and projects. PetKeeping maintains a sense of heighten family 
moments, delighting in pet companionship and creative confidence. Like the MSLO brand, PetKeeping will be light-hearted, 
enthusiastic and easily related to by readers while meeting fun and practical pet-related needs. PetKeeping will maintain the 
visual and verbal branding of the MSLO brand while creating a community of pet lovers. 
 
Marketing Objectives 
Build awareness of Martha Stewart PetKeeping during the first six months of the new shelter magazine’s launch by 30 percent. 
Encourage positive brand perception of Martha Stewart PetKeeping during first year of launch. 
Create favorable brand association of Martha Stewart PetKeeping with MSLO during the first six months of magazine launch. 
Develop a line of Martha Stewart PetKeeping products to be sold in conjunction with the magazine’s launch. 

 
Media Objectives 
Increase PetKeeping magazine subscriptions to a circulation of 50,000 within the first six months of launch. 
Run full color/page print advertisements in MSLO magazines and pet publications two months before and first year of launch. 
Increase Website traffic to MarthaStewart.com’s “Pet” section by 50 percent during the first six months of PetKeeping launch. 
Run TV commercials on “The Martha Stewart Show” and Animal Network two months before and six months after launch. 
Encourage traffic to Facebook and increase fans and quality posts by updating and maintaining user content. 
Develop sponsor partnership with animal organizations at both the national and local level. 
Create environmental advertisements in conjunction with events.  
 
SWOT 

 
Strengths 

Competitive advantage over a variety of lifestyle categories 
Martha Stewart is passionate about her dogs and cats   
Website has a “Pet” section with animal personified blog 
Strong MSL tone, visual and verbal brand consistent 

 
Weaknesses 

Competing brands have pet- or animal-related publications 
Need differentiation from category publications 
Association with animal content might be a stretch 

 
Opportunity 

Leverage pet industry to launch a shelter magazine 
Centered on pet topics and creative projects 
Integrate MSLO’s visual and verbal branding across platforms 
 

 
Threats 

Launch comes during difficult economic times 
Shelter magazines are suffering 
Pet lifestyle magazine could have unfavorable acceptance 
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Brand Background 
Martha Stewart 
Home keeping came natural to Martha Stewart, one of six children. She learned how to cook, bake, can and sew from her 
schoolteacher mother, and developed a passion gardening from her pharmaceutical salesman father. She earned a bachelor’s 
degree in history and architectural history from Barnard College. She developed a catering business that showcased her flair 
for originality, visual presentation and recipes that were “the basis for her first book, Entertaining, published in 1982” (Martha, 
2009). Martha’s “creative principles and practical ideas have made her America's most trusted guide to stylish living,” and 
millions rely on her to lead them in aspects of “life at home — from cooking and entertaining to decorating and home 
renovating” (Martha, 2009).  
 
Lifestyle Brands 
“Lifestyle brands resonate with people who expect to live increasingly stylish lives…There's a lot more style and innovation in 
such everyday goods as furniture for the home or the pitcher that pours your water” (Lieber, 2007). Martha Stewart Living is a 
shelter magazine that promotes “reason above emotions, encouraging her readers and television viewers to embrace a 
methodical rather than a spiritual approach…While other large circulation women’s magazines dole out what they call 
“service”—advice, pointers and tips—she refuses to talk down to her readers and viewers” (Vienne, 2004).  
 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia 
MSLO is an extensive multimedia and merchandising portfolio that draws from Martha’s creative vision and integrates MSLO’s 
brand across a diverse group of mediums, further extending into everyday life. It houses award-winning magazines, like 
Martha Stewart Living, Martha Stewart Weddings, Everyday Food and Body + Soul; a nationally syndicated television series 
“The Martha Stewart Show;” “Martha Stewart Living Radio” on Sirius XM; a Web site; bestselling books; and domestic 
products at a range of price points and distribution channels, including the Martha Stewart Collection exclusively sold at 
Macy’s, Martha Stewart Everyday sold at Kmart, Martha Stewart Crafts sold at Michaels, Martha Stewart Create extension, 
and Martha Stewart Celebrate wedding products available at Wal-Mart.  

 
Martha Stewart Living Magazine. Martha Stewart Living reaches 11.2 million readers with tools and inspiration to elevate the 
everyday. Launched in 1991, MSL “created an entirely new magazine category…that truly changed the media landscape” 
spanning across subjects, like food, entertaining, holidays, home & garden,  crafts,  pets, and community.  A variety of experts, 
designers, artists, chefs, and gardeners make up MSL’s editorial staff and creative team who develop “how-to’s, recipes, tips, 
techniques, and ideas [that] add meaningful personal touches to all home activity” (Martha, 2009).  
 
Mission. “Martha Stewart Living enriches the everyday lives of women with a sense of pride, creativity, and how-to confidence. 
Our readership is comprised of dreamers and doers—those who aspire to a more beautiful life and those who are actively in 
pursuit of one, in ways big and small. We provide both the tools and inspiration they need to elevate their quality-of-life. Martha 
Stewart Living sharpens their senses to the world around them, trains them to see the potential for beauty in their 
surroundings, and helps them establish a distinctive signature style to enhance their world” (Martha, 2009). 
 
Voice. MSLO teaches the skills needed to instill creative confidence in consumers that heighten family moments that become 
lifetime memories and turn ordinary into extraordinary. MSL is “not just a company, but a laboratory for ideas,” and a 
“community that celebrates the art of creative living” (Martha, 2009). The MSL brand is very enthusiastic and allows 
consumers to easily relate to one another, as well as Martha. Collections can be found across several distribution channels, 
like department stores, home improvement, and real estate, and offer authentic, practical, quality and timeless products.  

When Martha created MSL, she became the patron saint of small things, like “buckwheat pillows, cinnamon candles, 
marshmallow snowflakes, rickrack borders, taffy twigs, cranberry wreaths, sugar flowers, citrus coolers, baguette flatware, 
trumpet vases, leaf tags, wine journals, pet gifts and miniature cupcakes” (Vienne, 2004). Many of the things she worked with 
she would call “good things” simply by naming objects with an “uncanny flair for words that was as much part of her genius as 
her ability to make a perfect raspberry-swirl cheesecake or turn a garden gate into a headboard” (Vienne, 2004). 
 
Lifestyle. As Americans turn even more towards home, the idea of homemaking is more relevant than ever. Known as an 
iconic brand, MSLO delivers a collection of branded media and retail partnerships, representative of quality, style, and 
creativity across a “variety of life stage and lifestyle expressions, like food, entertaining, home keeping, decorating, crafting, 
gardening, collecting, weddings, holidays, whole living and more” (Martha, 2009). MSLO strives to lead, teach, and invent, and 
delights in surprise and inspiration. Authenticity is important to the brand, which uses handpicked recipes and timeless, yet 
stylish, ideas for the modern hostess who plans parties, decorates for the holidays, and cooks original dishes. Other lifestyle 
interests include apparel, beauty, pets, collectibles, dieting, do-it-yourself, charitable causes, fitness and health, gardening, 
home decorating, outdoors, politics, reading, and travel. 
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Target Audience  
Demographics 
Reaches more than 11 million consumers  
Women between ages 46 and 55 
Average household income of $75,000 
College-educated 
Employed 
Married with children 
Home owners 
 
Psycographics 
Belong to an influential ‘creative class’ who invest in quality  
Serve as sources of inspiration in their communities 
Reside in suburbia, inner city or rural towns 
Well-acquainted with technology and political issues 
Pet enthusiasts  
 “Empty nesters”  
Adopted animal is a close companion  
Live with one or more pets  
Predominantly own dogs or cats, but that does not exclude birds, hamsters, rabbits, lizards, etc.  
Aspire to live a more beautiful life 
Wish togrow old with their pets 
 
Day in the life 
Jen love all things Martha Stewart. She grew up the daughter of a business man, and a stay at home mom, whom she 
watched cook, clean, decorate, garden and entertain frequently. Now, she’s a wife and young mother of two, who is well-
educated with a bachelor’s degree in architecture from Virginia Tech and a doctorate degree in urban design from West 
Virginia University. At 38, she has established herself a position at a well-respected firm and makes $85,000 a year. She 
drives a SUV to haul proposals, projects and children from place to place. She is quite affluent, but continues to work, because 
she loves design and building for the future. She’s traveled to exotic locations and lived the city life all to return home to small 
town USA. She is a passionate pet lover and relatively fit.  
 
Much like her mother, Jen is very creative and loves to entertain by hosting plenty of parties, from big holiday celebrations to 
everyday gatherings just for fun. She enjoys cooking, gardening and wine, and is a “doer” who plans to the tee. She’s urban-
minded, strongly opinionated, and independent also like her mother. She seeks style in everything she looks for and has an 
uncanny ability to draw inspiration from her surroundings. She pays a great deal of attention to detail and dreams of planning 
future projects and parties for her family and friends that will create memories to last. 
 
At a young age, she learned to trust the Martha Stewart brand because it provided the tools she needed to help elevate the 
everyday and mundane. She looked to Martha Stewart Living for decorating tips, theme suggestions, memorable menus and 
inspiration for traditional crafts and holiday goodies.  Most of all, she enjoys telling others how they too can easily and 
creatively achieve “good things” big or small in their everyday lives. 
 
Strategy Statement 
The advertising will convince pet enthusiasts that Martha Stewart PetKeeping Magazine Is a quarterly pet-related 
publication available on stands, at pet stores and by subscription that provides readers with creative ideas, inspired tools and 
delightful experiences in pet companionship to elevate their quality-of-life along with a community of pet lovers.  
 
The Support will be reader experiences, expert opinions and Martha Stewart’s tips on health, basic care, training, 
environment, equipment, activities, breed profiles, pet adoption and personal experiences, as well as pet-inspired creative 
projects and living easy at home.  
 
The Tone will playfully celebrate a network of pet lovers who live creatively and delight in the companionship they find with 
their animals in an enthusiastic, fun and loveable way. 
 
Character Statement 
Martha Stewart PetKeeping brand character personifies the playful relationship and bond between homemaker and animal 
based on compassion, loyalty, enthusiasm, and humor coupled with MSL’s brand of inspiration, creativity and life at home. 
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Creative Brief 
Client: Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia                 Product: Martha Stewart PetKeeping Magazine 
 
Why are we advertising? MSLO plans to launch PetKeeping, a new shelter magazine centered on popular pets topics and 
creative projects. Issues will discuss health, basic care, training, environment, equipment, activities, breed profiles, pet 
adoption and personal experiences. Readers can submit photos and videos, and participate in pet-inspired contests and crafty 
projects, like gifts, toys, clothing, accessories, and memory keeping.  
 
Whom are we talking to? PetKeeping caters to pet enthusiasts within the MSL audience, specifically women between 46 and 
55, who are college-educated, employed, earn $75,000 a year, married with children and own their home. Many are “empty 
nesters” with close companion animals. They predominantly own dogs or cats and grow old with their pets they love.  
 
What do they currently think? PetKeeping subscribers believe MSL delivers a collection of branded media and retail 
partnerships representative of quality, style, and creativity across a variety of lifestage and lifestyle expressions, like food, 
entertaining, home keeping, decorating, crafting, gardening, collecting, weddings, holidays, whole living and more. Martha 
Stewart loves her animals, specifically her dogs, and features a section called “Pets” on MarthaStewart.com. 
 
What would we like them to think? Martha Stewart is a patron saint of small things, especially animals. Just as home 
keeping came natural to her, so did her passion for pets. PetKeeping provides the tools and inspiration needed to elevate the 
reader’s quality-of-life and their pet’s life, not to mention create a community of pet enthusiasts.  
 
What is the single most persuasive idea we can convey? PetKeeping is a community of pet lovers that celebrate the art of 
creative living and companionship with animals through personal stories and helpful tips. 
 
Why should they believe it? A variety of experts, readers and Martha Stewart share personal experiences, how-to projects, 
pet caring tips and techniques, important pet-related information and creative ideas that add more meaning to activity with 
pets. 
 
What is the personality we want to convey? PetKeeping maintains a sense of heighten family moments, delighting in pet 
companionship and creative confidence. Like the MSL brand, PetKeeping is very light-hearted, enthusiastic and easily related 
to by readers while meeting fun and practical pet-related needs. Hints of personification add humor and ease to the tone. 
 
Are there any Sacred Cows? MSLO strives to lead, teach and invent, and delights in surprise and inspiration. Authenticity, 
originality, a do-it-yourself mentality and a sense of home will remain an important aspect of PetKeeping.  
 
Are there any creative guidelines? MSL develops several shelter magazines that use crisp design, white space, close-up 
images, and informational, yet personable, editorial content. The Martha Stewart logo and typography will remain the same as 
other publications in MSLO’s extensive multimedia and merchandising portfolio. Models and breeds will be diverse, as will the 
stories features.  
 
What are the specific media needs? Maintain visual branding across all mediums. Full-color, 40 pages. Content will direct 
readers to MarthaStewart.com’s “Pet” section for additional content, in-depth stories, video and images. MSLO will extend into 
the pet supplies industry with the launch of this shelter magazine/category. Marketing will come from product development of 
MSL new pet line, advertising in existing MSLO shelter magazines that already reaches a portion of PetKeeping’s target 
audience, and MarthaStewart.com. A Facebook PetKeeping fan page will connect readers, create real-time discussions and 
provide an opportunity to upload images and video. Companies that sell MSLO PetKeeping products, (e.g. Pet Smart, Pet Co., 
Target, Walmart) will host in-store advertising posters.  
 
Visual Strategy 
Images 
Rather than promoting a product or service's specific attributes, image advertising promotes the overall voice, style and 
character of a brand. “In addition to reflecting strategy and character statement, it needs to be a visual that will effectively 
communicate an ownable identity directly to the consumer,” and consider color, tone, texture, technique, lighting, mood, and 
style in choosing.  

 
Conceptual     Representational 
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The representational image communicates an identity for Martha Stewart PetKeeping in a variety of ways. The light blue-green 
color is reminiscing of Martha Stewart’s signature color in the logo, Web site, etc. The tone combines style in the bedding with 
compassion for the pig representative PetKeeping’s mission. The point of view is at the level of the pig suggesting a deeper 
connection, and the lighting is bright offering a clear image. The mood is light and humorous with the pig in the bed and the 
“pig shaped” lamp in the background. Perhaps the owner has given the pig his own room. Much texture is relayed in the photo 
from the blanket, the pig’s fur, and the detail in the headboard. The selected image reinforces strategy and accurately 
contributes to identity by celebrating the art of creative living and companionship with animals in an authentic, stylish and 
humorous way. Additionally, it communicates to the consumer Martha Stewart’s knack for creativity, home living and love for 
animals. 

 
Verbal and Visual Branding 
Provides dimension and substance to brand identity. Martha Stewart PetKeeping is a new shelter magazine centered on 
popular pets topics, including articles on health, basic care, training, environment, equipment, activities, breed profiles, pet 
adoption and personal experiences. Similar to MSL readers can participate in pet-inspired crafts and projects, like gifts, toys, 
clothing, accessories, and memory keeping. As an expert in home making, MSL values the opinions and experiences of 
experts and readers who want to learn about ways to make pets safer, healthier and happier and pet keeping easier. MSL also 
emphasizes seasonal topics, like holidays, as will PetKeeping. 
 
Differentiates the brand in the marketplace. PetKeeping differentiates from the marketplace because it draws on the reader’s 
own concerns or experiences as a pet owner of newborns to the aging animals creating a broad pet enthusiast community. 
There is also a “how-to” attitude that gives specific steps and illustrates processes. Pet care topics consist of health care (e.g. 
preventative care, illness or injury, protecting from seasonal hazards, and breed-specific health topics), basic care (e.g. 
grooming and dental care), and training. Special attention is paid to the life-stages of pets, seasonal issues (emphasis on 
holidays), or special activities and events. Other areas of interest include environments (e.g. indoor and outdoor obstacles), 
and equipment. Moreover, the magazine illustrates an emphasis on activities owners’ perform with their pets ranging from 
simple to complex, like playing, hiking, camping, agility training, etc.  
 
Relates to the target audience. PetKeeping caters to pet enthusiasts who are already MSL brand loyalists. Much like Martha 
Stewart, the target audience holds close companionships with their animals. These adopted pets are viewed upon in a similar 
as caring for children, especially for “empty nesters.” Also like Martha, readers aspire to live a more beautiful life, and grow old 
with their pets they love, who could be dogs or cats, as well as other species, like birds, hamsters, pigs, or lizards.  
 
Brings the brand to life. Martha Stewart is a patron saint of small things, especially animals, and creative ideas. Her passion 
for pets gives PetKeeping the tools and inspiration needed to better the reader’s quality-of-life and their pet’s life, not to 
mention create a community of pet enthusiasts. Subscribers of PetKeeping believe in MSL’s quality, style, and creativity 
across a “variety of lifestage and lifestyle expressions.   
 
Achieves relationship-building. Martha Stewart PetKeeping brand is based on the relationship between owner and pet, and the 
bonds pet enthusiasts have with their animals. Personal experiences and reader submitted stories are an important foundation 
for the magazine, because it’s based on loyalty, excitement, compassion and humor coupled with MSL’s brand of inspiration, 
creativity and life at home. This approach builds relationships with the target audience because it is based on their 
relationships with their animals. 
 
Conveys credibility. Both experts and subscribers propose, develop and write important and relevant articles providing how-to 
information, tips, techniques, and ideas that add more meaning to activity with pets. PetKeeping illustrates remarkable 
personal experiences between with owners and their pets from daily interactions to life-changing differences. These accounts 
of human and animal interactions, like stories of therapy dogs at nursing homes or unusual, heroic, and wacky pets, offer a 
realistic and authentic sense of community among readers and pet owners. Additionally, information and advice is included 
from a variety of pet care professionals, the humane society, leading animal organizations and recognized breeding experts.  
 
Reflects strategy. Like MSLO, PetKeeping’s strategy is to lead, teach and invent, and delights in inspiration. Similarly, there is 
an original, do-it-yourself mentality and sense of home that is an important aspect of the magazine’s content. Therefore, it 
celebrates the art of creative living and companionship with animals in an authentic, stylish and humorous way.  
 
Demonstrates consistency of voice, style and character. PetKeeping’s consistency in voice, style and character extend from its 
editorial content and images. Topics could discuss how to brush your dog’s teeth, how to clip your cat's claws, what supplies to 
take camping with your dog, what types of cat gyms work best for older cats, how to create a parrot playground or a pig 
playpen, or frisbee-train your dog in your back yard. Seasonal topics could include dog sledding or water-skiing. PetKeeping 
maintains a sense of heightened family moments and creative confidence just like the MSL brand, but meets practical pet-
related needs. Personification of animals gives a sense of humor to the tone and visual appeal of PetKeeping.  
 
Has longevity and is ownable. Martha Stewart PetKeeping has longevity and is ownable because it caters to a growing need of 
pet enthusiasts looking for relevant and important information, inspiration, and the tools needed to elevate their quality-of-life 
and their pet’s life. Much like the MSL brand the magazine has a special sense of community of pet owners and experts who 
share tips and ideas.   
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Photo Shoot Motivation 
Martha Stewart PetKeeping is preparing their winter issue with a center-fold and cover based on hosting 
“Holiday Pet Parties.” Marketing seeks to imitate gift giving, holiday treats, and spending time with friends by 
personifying animals to act as their owners would at a party. Motivation can be derived from the following: 
holiday celebration, festive, mischief, playful, fun, and warm-hearted. 
 
Photographer  
Eric Klein, commercial photographer and studio producer in Chicago and Miami, meets a variety of MSL’s 
marketing needs and has experience photographing children, lifestyle, people, and editorial content. His 
portfolio has crisp and colorful images of models interacting naturally in their environment.   

 
Art Direction Memo 
The Martha Stewart PetKeeping photo shoot has a range of end-use. Although the assignment is primarily being ordered to 
use in the magazine, photos from the shoot will also carry over to the MSL Web site and print advertising. The tone for the 
photo shoot should be playful and a bit mischievous, delightfully amusing, relaxed, charming and fun. To relate the 
PetKeeping’s concept to the photo shoot’s technique, marketing requests that the shoot portray a festive party where friends, 
both woman and pet, interact with each other and props related to the holiday season. Ideally, the party should personify the 
pets into acting or interacting similar to their owner’s mannerism and feature MSL products, decorations and project ideas. 
 
Models. Since MSL PetKeeping seeks to reach an older female audience, the models will appear middle-aged and from 
diverse ethnicities. Pet models from a variety of breeds will be featured as well. 

  
 
Wardrobe, Hair, and makeup. Female models will be styled in sophisticated, winter-inspired apparel and their make-up will be 
natural looking. Their pet counterparts will be outfitted with holiday-inspired pieces, like hats, scarves, collars, sweaters, etc. 

 

 
Set. The PetKeeping photo shoot set should be designed with Martha Stewart’s creative style. MSL products should be 
featured as they will be spot-lighted in the magazine’s issue. Since Martha Stewart designs most types of products in the 
home domestics industry, the set should embody her include what it can to carry the MSL to PetKeeping and raise awareness 
of the brands reach across several categories. 
 
Props.Props for the photo shoot will include gifts, wrapping paper, ribbon, cookies, treats, turkey, foods, wine, beverages, 
ornaments, dog toys, dishes, and more all designed by Martha Stewart. Specifically, the magazine will be promoting MSL’s 
line of PetKeeping products on set being used and worn by the models. Images of ideas further portray the concept of the 
photo shoot.  

 

 
Specific Techniques for the Photographer. Use mostly hues of red and green with some pinks on a white set with high 
saturation and a range of value. There should be some contrast to the images. Distinction will be needed to clarify the depth of 
the set, but not so the images become distorted. The lighting will be consistent with MSL photos and use diffuse lighting from 
many directions for clarity and uniformity in products details. Digital cameras are appropriate for higher resolution images of 72 
dpi and 300dpi, and the grain should be more subtle so as not to distract from clarity of the image.   
 
Digital effects will not be necessary, but if the photographer wanted to shoot a few with a wide-angle lens it might make for an 
interesting shot of busy set.  Because the shoot calls from many models and props, composition should be centered, but 
perhaps larger, more prominent props or models in the most foreground area could be positioned on the side of the viewfinder. 
Marketing would like to see images from a variety of perspectives, including from the level of animals sitting closer to the floor, 
eye level with female models and from above to catch more activity. Having images from the point of view of the pets might 
personify them more.  
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Visual Components 
Print Ads  
 
“Celebrate Companionship” 
PetKeeping will run a four color, finished size 8.5 inch by 11 inch print advertisement in the November and December issue of 
the Martha Stewart Living magazine. Printing should extend to the edge of the page after trimming.  
 
Headline.  This season celebrate companionship and creative living Martha’s way.  
 
Body copy. Martha Stewart PetKeeping magazine gives pet lovers the tools and inspiration to elevate their quality-of-life and 
their pet’s with a community of passionate pet owners sharing personal stories and helpful tips. Start the New Year on the right 
foot, or paw. Subscribe to PetKeeping and begin living a fuller life with your furry companion.  
MSL logo. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Tagline.  Martha Stewart PetKeeping: Living Well with Animals. 
 

Visual.  Similar to this visual, a full page photo would display Martha Stewart holding her two dogs (one on   
     each side) that would be lovingly licking her face while she gins and laughs. The dogs’ sweaters 
  would be Christmas-inspired and Martha would wear a Santa Claus hat.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Martha Stewart’s Friends” 
In order to broaden its target audience, a four color, finished size 8.5 inch by 11 inch print advertisement will run in several 
other pet-related publications, like PETCO’s catalog, PetSmart’s PetPerks Program newsletter, and the American Kennel Club 
Family Dog magazine.  

 
Headline. Martha Stewart’s best friends are four-legged and furry.  

 
Body copy. I delight in small things like celebrating companionship and creative living. As a pet lover, I enjoy sharing fun, 
practical and inspirational tools to live a better life with animals. Inside Martha Stewart PetKeeping magazine you’ll find a 
community of pet owners sharing stories and helpful tips. Subscribe to PetKeeping and begin living a fuller life with your furry 
companion. 

 
MSL logo.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Tagline. Martha Stewart PetKeeping: Living Well with Animals. 
 

Visual.  Similar to this visual, a full page photo would display Martha Stewart 
walking her two dogs (pictured below) and taken from their eye level up  

          to Martha. 
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Television Storyboard 
Martha Stewart PetKeeping commercial will run on the Animal Network, and promote brand voice and lifestyle message by 
highlighting features and content in the magazine, as well as adjacent to the Martha Stewart Show in addition to promoting 
newsstand sales or soliciting subscriptions.  

 
NAME: Martha Stewart PetKeeping  Magazine     PAGE:  1 OF 1  
BY: Lauren Peretti  FOR: Martha Stewart Living    DATE: Dec. 17, 2009

 
ACTION: Woman whispering in 
dog’s ear. 
AUDIO:  “Shelby and I share secrets 
no one else knows.” 
 
COMMENTS: Woman’s voiceover 
speaks low and soft. Visual focus 
pans to dog. 
 
ACTION: Woman jogging with dog in 
the park. 
AUDIO: “Taylor and I like exercising 
in the park.” 
 
COMMENTS: Voiceover seems out 
of breath. Visual focus pans to dog. 
 
 
ACTION: Woman walking dog on the 
beach. 
AUDIO: “Maggie and I enjoy walks 
on the beach and kicking up sand.” 
 
COMMENTS: Sound of waves 
crashing, feet hitting the sand in the 
background. Visual focus pans to 
dog. 
 
ACTION: Woman and man lying in 
bed with dog.  
AUDIO: “Jasper and I love snuggling 
with Emily.” 
 
COMMENTS: A couple pets and 
hugs a dog. Visual focus pans to 
dog. 
 
ACTION: Woman swimming with 
dog.  
AUDIO: “Sophie and I like to swim.” 
 
COMMENTS: Water splashing in 
background. Visual focus pans to 
dog.

ACTION: Martha Stewart hugs her 
dogs Francesca and Sharkey. 
 
AUDIO: “We love helping Martha 
make homemade treats and toys.”  
 
COMMENTS: Dogs appear to be 
eating homemade treats. Visual 
focus pans to dog. 
 
ACTION: Martha moves away from 
dogs over to her cat.   
 
AUDIO: “And I love my pets. My 
dogs Francesca and Sharkey and 
my cat Electra are my closest 
companions.”  
 
COMMENTS: Martha Stewart’s 
voiceover. 
 
ACTION: Martha moves over to her 
project station. 
 
AUDIO: Just like them, I delight in 
small things, like companionship, 
family moments, and creative 
projects, and as a pet lover, I like 
sharing my stories about our 
adventures and activities. 

  
ACTION: Close up shot of Martha 
Stewart talking. 
 
AUDIO: “My PetKeeping Magazine 
provides fun, practical and 
inspirational tools to live a better life 
with your pets. Inside you’ll find a 
community of pet owners like you 
and me sharing our stories and 
helpful tips.”  
 
ACTION: Screen shot of PetKeeping 
magazine. 
 
ACTION: “Subscribe to PetKeeping 
or pick one up at your local 
newsstand to begin living a fuller, 
more delightful life with your furry 
companions.” 
 
COMMENT: Include MSL logo and 
Web site URL.
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Art Direction Memo for Web site 
Content in the magazine will direct readers to MarthaStewart.com’s “Pet” section that already exists, but it will be 
given a direct domain where additional content from the magazine will be featured. This will offer more in-depth 
stories, and access to corresponding video and images. In order to keep PetKeeping apart of the Martha Stewart 
Living brand, much of the Web site will remain similar to the Martha Stewart homepage, like color scheme, and 
images of a variety of animals, their owners and Martha. The Web site will also feature a button to MSL’s line of pet-
related products. Additionally, PetKeeping will use crisp design, white space, close-up images, and informational, yet 
personable, editorial content. The Martha Stewart logo and typography will remain the same as other publications in 
MSLO’s extensive multimedia and merchandising portfolio. Models and breeds will be diverse, as will the stories 
features.  
 
Color scheme 

 
 
Sample header with a domain name 
http://www.marthastewart.com/petkeeping 

Proposed links for the homepage 
http://www.marthastewart.com/petkeeping/marthaspets 
http://www.marthastewart.com/petkeeping/petprojects 
http://www.marthastewart.com/petkeeping/petkeeping 
http://www.marthastewart.com/petkeeping/adoptingapet 
http://www.marthastewart.com/petkeeping/photoscontests 
http://www.marthastewart.com/petkeeping/video 
 
Tag line 
Martha Stewart PetKeeping: Living Well With Animals  
 
Visuals  

 
 
Environmental graphic  

Martha Stewart PetKeeping will sponsor local and national pet contests and have visual 
representation through event signage and informational booths. To keep with the MSLO brand, 
Martha Stewart will be featured in the visual representation of the environmental advertisement with 
her two dogs (one on each side) that would be lovingly licking her face while she gins and laughs. 
The signage would also include the Martha Stewart logo and the tagline: Martha Stewart 
PetKeeping: Living Well With Animals. The booths would offer giveaways of PetKeeping products 
and the opportunity for owners and their pets to tell stories, offer tips and discuss their relation via 
camera that will be used in online media and spotlights in the magazine. 
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